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Metaharmonic wavelets are introduced for constructing the solution of the
Ž .Helmholtz equation reduced wave equation corresponding to Dirichlet's or
Neumann's boundary values on a closed surface S in three-dimensional Euclidean
space R3. A consistent scale continuous and scale discrete wavelet approach
leading to exact reconstruction formulas is considered in more detail. A scale
discrete version of multiresolution is described for potential functions metahar-
monic outside the closed surface and satisfying the radiation condition at infinity.
Moreover, we discuss fully discrete wavelet representations of band-limited meta-
Ž .harmonic potentials. Finally, a decomposition and reconstruction pyramid scheme
for economical numerical implementation is presented for Runge-wavelet approxi -
mation. Q 1999 Academic Press
Key Words: Helmholtz equation; scale continuous and discrete metaharmonic
wavelets; boundary-value problems; Runge]Walsh approximation; pyramid scheme.
1. INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade wavelets have become a powerful and flexible tool
for computation and data reduction. Traditionally applications of wavelets
have been signal analysis, image processing, etc., but there is also a
growing interest in the numerical treatment of partial differential equa-
tions. Thus far, however, wavelet methods unfold their computational
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efficiency mainly when applied to problems on the whole Euclidean space
or on the torus. Strategies of extending the applicability of wavelet tech-
niques to boundary-value problems corresponding to elliptic differential
equations such as the Helmholtz equation formulated with respect to
Ž .general smooth domains have only rarely been attempted. The usual
procedure is to transform the partial differential equation problem into
an integral equation over the boundary and to use standard techniques of
Ž .the iterated one-dimensional wavelet concept for solving this integral
equation.
In this paper we develop a completely different approach. For our
w xsolution a result first motivated by Runge 12 in complex analysis and
w xlater generalized by Walsh 14 and many others is of interest. It tells us
that any potential satisfying the Helmholtz equation in the outer space
Ž . ŽS of a sufficiently smooth surface S and the radiation condition atext
.infinity may be approximated by a function, satisfying the Helmholtz
equation outside an arbitrarily given sphere inside the inner space S inint
the sense that, for any prescribed value « ) 0, the absolute error between
potential and function is smaller than « in the space S . In this form theext
Runge]Walsh theorem obviously is a pure existence theorem. It guaran-
tees merely the existence of an approximating potential and does not offer
a method to find it. The aim of this paper, however, is to show that the
Runge]Walsh approximation may be established in constructive way by
metaharmonic wavelets. As a matter of fact, the metaharmonic wavelet
transform presented in this paper naturally arises as a result of scale
discretization of wavelets on the sphere in connection with an approximate
integration technique relating an integral over an inscribed sphere to
function values, resp., normal derivatives, on the boundary S. In particu-
lar, the solution of Dirichlet's and Neumann's problem is discussed in
terms of metaharmonic wavelets. Special emphasis is laid on the solution
of boundary-value problems by use of band-limited wavelets. In this case
the resulting scale and detail spaces show finite dimensions. This is the
reason why exact reconstruction formulas only based on a finite number of
wavelet coefficients at each scale may be used for band-limited potentials.
In conclusion it suffices to determine the wavelet transform only at a finite
set of boundary data for each level. This, in turn, leads to an efficient
decompositionrreconstruction scheme in pyramid form. Once an initial
Žapproximation of a given function is found which in the case of band-
.limited functions is not very difficult the calculation of the wavelet
approximations can be performed recursively from level to level. Essential
tools are convolutions by means of product kernels and integration formu-
las that are exact up to a given degree in terms of metaharmonics. For
reasons of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the exterior boundary value
problems, but also interior problems can be dealt with by the same
arguments.
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It is believed that the presented wavelet solution of boundary-value
problems may be generalized in canonical way to boundary-value problems
Ž .of elasticity and electromagnetic theory corresponding to general smooth
boundaries. Moreover, all considerations restricted here to the three-di-
mensional case may be formulated as well for higher dimensions.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 deals with the basic
mathematical tools such as the characterization of specific properties of
metaharmonics, boundary-value problems of the Helmholtz equation and
their well-known solutions by metaharmonics, Sobolev space theory, prod-
uct kernels, and their role in boundary-value problems. Section 3 is
devoted to metaharmonic wavelet theory. The notion of a scaling function
is introduced in metaharmonic theory. A new approach to scale continuous
metaharmonic wavelets is presented from which the scale discrete meta-
harmonic wavelets are derivable in consistent way. The concept of mul-
tiresolution is developed in terms of metaharmonic wavelets. Section 4 is
dedicated to special examples of metaharmonic wavelets. Two types of
wavelets are discussed in more detail, viz., non-band-limited and band-
Ž .limited wavelets. As a special example orthogonal Shannon wavelets are
mentioned. Section 5 is concerned first with exact fully discrete wavelet
approximation. It is shown that any solution of a boundary-value problem
corresponding to boundary data on a regular surface may be approximated
Ž .in constructive way by a Runge]Walsh wavelet being metaharmonic
outside a sphere inside the inner space of the regular surface S under
consideration. Essential tools are integration formulas that are exact in the
case of band-limited wavelets. Section 5 ends with some aspects of meta-
harmonic wavelet approximation for non-band-limited potentials. Finally,
in Section 6 a pyramid scheme is presented for efficient and economical
wavelet decomposition and reconstruction.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We begin with some basic facts to be needed for our introduction of
metaharmonic wavelet theory.
2.1. Regular Surfaces
S ; R3 is called a regular surface if it satisfies the following properties:
Ž . 3i S divides three-dimensional Euclidean space R into the bounded
Ž . Ž .region S inner space and the unbounded region S outer spaceint ext
3 Ž .defined by S s R _ S , S s S j S. ii S contains the origin 0.ext int int int int
Ž . Ž .iii S is a closed and compact surface free of double points. iv S has a
Žcontinuously differentiable normal field n pointing into the outer space
.S .ext
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Given a regular surface S, there then exists a positive constant a such
that
inf < < < < supa - s s inf x F sup x s s .
xgS xgS
Ž inf .A resp., S denotes the sphere around the origin with radius a
Ž inf . Ž . Ž .resp., s . A resp., A denotes the inner resp., outer space of theint ext
inf Ž inf . Ž .sphere A. Correspondingly, S resp., S is the inner resp., outerint ext
inf infspace of S . Obviously, S ; S ; A .ext ext ext
Ž .  3 Ž . 4The set S t s x g R N x s y q tn y , y g S generates a parallel
surface which is exterior to S for t ) 0 and interior for t - 0. For
< < Ž .sufficiently small t the regularity of S implies the regularity of S t , and
Ž w x.the normal to one parallel surface is a normal to the other cf., e.g., 10 .
Furthermore it is easily seen that
< <inf x q tn x y y q sn y s t y sŽ . Ž .Ž .
x , ygS
< < < <provided that t , s are sufficiently small.
In what follows we use the following abbreviations:




Ž1.x s lim n x ? =U x q sn x , x g S , U g C S .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ext›n s“0S s)0
2.2. Outer Metaharmonics
 4 2Let Y , n s 0, 1, . . . , j s 1, . . . , 2n q 1 be an L -orthonormal systemn, j
Ž . Ž . Ž .of surface spherical harmonics, i.e., H Y x Y x dv x s d dŽ .< x <s1 n, j k , l n, k j, l
Ž .  Ž .4dv denotes the surface element . Then the system H a ; ? , n sn, j
0, 1, . . . , j s 1, . . . , 2n q 1 of ``outer metaharmonics'' corresponding to
D q k 2, k g C fixed, defined by
< <1 B k ; x xŽ .n
H a ; x s Y , x g AŽ .n , j n , j extž /< <a B k ; a xŽ .n
with
p¡ Ž1. < <i H k x , k / 0Ž .nq1r2( < <2k x~< <B k ; x sŽ .n nq11
, k s 0¢ž /< <x
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Ž Ž1. .H is the Hankel function of first kind and order n q 1r2 satisfiesnq1r2
the following conditions:
Ž‘.
v Ž . Ž .H a ; ? is of class C An, j ext
v
2Ž . Ž . Ž .H a ; ? satisfies the Helmholtz equation D q k H a ; x sn, j x n, j
0, x g Aext
1
v Ž . <H a ; ? s YAn, j n, ja
v Ž . Ž .H H a ; x H a ; x dv x s d d .Ž .A n, j k , l n, k j, l
Ž w x.The addition theorem of outer metaharmonics cf., e.g., 10 reads as follows
2nq1 < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
H a ; x H a ; y s P ?Ž . Ž .Ý n , j n , j n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa < <B k ; aŽ .js1 n
Ž .for all x, y g A = A , where P is the Legendre polynomial ofext ext n
degree n. It is known that
nq1< < < <B k ; x xŽ .n
lim s 1.ž /B k ; a an“‘ Ž .n
In other words,
nq1< <B k ; x aŽ .n s O , n “ ‘.ž /ž /< <B k ; a xŽ .n
Ž .Met A denotes the space of all outer metaharmonics of non-nega-n ext
tive order n:
Met A s span H a ; ? .Ž .Ž . Ž .n ext n , j
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
Ž Ž ..It is well known that dim Met A s 2n q 1. We setn ext
Met A s span H a ; ? .Ž .Ž . Ž .0, . . . , m ext n , j
ns0, . . . , m
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
Of course,
m
Met A s Met AŽ . Ž .[0, . . . , m ext n ext
ns0
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Ž 5 5 2 .in the sense of ? so thatL Ž A.
m
2dim Met A s 2n q 1 s m q 1 .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . Ý0, . . . , m ext
ns0
Ž . Ž . <For brevity, we let Met J s Met A whenever J is aJ0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m ext
subset of A .ext
Ž .The kernel K ?, ? : A = A “ C defined byMet Ž A . ext ext0, . . . , m ext
m < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
K x , y s P ?Ž . Ý.Met ŽA n2 20, . . . , m ext ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
Ž .is the reproducing kernel of the space Met A with respect to0, . . . , m ext
Ž . 2?, ? . Observing the recursion relation for Legendre polynomialsL Ž A.
n q 1 P t y P t y n P t y P tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .nq1 n n ny1
w xs 2n q 1 t y 1 P t , t g y1, q1Ž . Ž . Ž .n
Ž .we find for x, y g A = A
x y
K x , y ? y 1Ž ..Met ŽA0 , . . . , m ext ž /< < < <x y
m q 1 x y x y
s P ? y P ? .mq 1 m2 ž / ž /ž /< < < < < < < <x y x y4pa
Later on the last identity turns out to be a useful formula in numerical
calculation.
2.3. Boundary-¤alue Problems
Ž .Pot S denotes the space of all U: S “ C with the following proper-ext ext
ties:
v U satisfies the Helmholtz equation
D q k 2 U s 0 in S ,Ž . ext
v U satisfies the radiation condition
2›U
x y ikU x dv x s o 1 , r “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
›n< <x sr
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Žnote that, for k s 0, the radiation condition has to be replaced by the
< Ž . < Ž < <y1 . <Ž .Ž . < Ž < <y2 . < < .regularity condition U x s O x , =U x s O x , x “ ‘ .
For q s 0, 1, . . . , we let
Žq. Žq.Pot S s Pot S l C S .Ž .Ž . Ž .ext ext ext
From standard arguments of the theory of integral equations for the
Helmholtz equation we know that
q Ž0.sup U x F D S sup U x , U g Pot S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C S ext
xgSxgSext
q›U
Ž1.sup U x F N S sup x , U g Pot S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .C ext›nxgS SxgSext
Ž w x.and cf. 11
1r2
2q Ž0.




2sup U x F N S x dv x , U g Pot S ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .HL extž /›nSxgK S
1Ž .
Ž .2 2where D , D , N , N are positive constants dependent on S and KC L C L
Ž .is a subset of S with dist K, S ) 0.ext
In our nomenclature the classical formulation of the boundary-¤alue
problems of the Helmholtz equation reads as follows:
Ž . Ž .Exterior Dirichlet Problem EDP : Given F g C S , find a member
Ž0. qŽ .U g Pot S such that U s F.ext S
Ž . Ž .Exterior Neumann Problem ENP : Given F g C S , find a member
Ž1. qŽ .U g Pot S such that ›U r›n s F.ext S
We recall those results of the solution theory that are of interest for our
purposes below:
EDP is well posed in the sense that its solution exists, is unique, and
depends continuously on the boundary values. We have
q q Ž0.C S s D s U U g Pot SŽ .  4Ž .S S ext
so that
25 5? L ŽS .q 2D s L S .Ž .S
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ENP is well posed in the sense that its solution exists, is unique, and
depends continuously on the boundary values. We have
q›U
q Ž1.C S s N s U g Pot SŽ . Ž .S ext½ 5›n S
so that
25 5? L ŽS .q 2N s L S .Ž .S
w xFrom 8, 11, 13 we know that
5 5? C ŽS .qqD s span H a ; ? ,Ž .ž /SS n , j
ns0, 1, . . .
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
25 5? L ŽS .25 5 q? L ŽS .qD s span H a ; ?Ž .ž /SS n , j
ns0, 1, . . .
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
and
5 5? C ŽS .q
› H a ; ?Ž .n , jqN s span ,S ž /›nns0, 1, . . . S
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
25 5? L ŽS .q
› H a ; ?Ž .25 5 n , j? L ŽS .qN s span .S ž /›nns0, 1, . . . S
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
2.4. Sobole¤ Spaces
 4  4Let A be a complex sequence. The sequence A is calledn ng N n ng N0 0
 4 < <B -summable if A / 0 for all n and the seriesn n
‘ 2< <2n q 1 Bn 4  4S B , A sŽ . Ýn n 2 24pa < <Ans0 n
 4is finite. A 1 -summable sequence is simply called summable.
 4 < <For a given sequence A with A / 0 for all n, consider the linearn n
Ž‘.Ž 4 . Ž .space E s E A , A ; Pot A of all potentials U of the formn ext ext
‘ 2 nq1








22 n< <A U n , j - ‘.Ž .Ý Ý n
ns0 js1
From the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality it follows that
‘ 2 nq1
2 n n< <A U n , j V n , jŽ . Ž .Ý Ý n
ns0 js1
1r2 1r2
‘ 2 nq1 ‘ 2 nq1
2 22 2n n< < < <F A U n , j A V n , jŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýn nž / ž /ns0 js1 ns0 js1
3Ž .
Ž .for all U, V g E. In other words, the left hand side of 3 is finite whenever
each member of the right hand side is finite. Therefore we are able to
Ž .impose on E an inner product ?, ? by lettingH Ž A 4; A .n ext
‘ 2 nq1
2 n n< <U, V s A U n , j V n , j .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 4 .H A ; A Ý Ý nn ext
ns0 js1
5 5The associated norm is given by ? s ?, ? .Ž .' Ž 4 .H A ; AH Ž A 4; A . n extn ext
 4 < <DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be a complex sequence such that A / 0n n
Ž Ž 4 ..for all n. Then the Sobolev space H more accurately: H A ; A is then ext
5 5completion of E under the norm ? :H Ž A 4; A .n ext
5 5? .AH Ž A 4 ; ex tn 4  4H A ; A s E A ; A .Ž . Ž .n ext n ext
Ž .H equipped with the inner product ?, ? is a Hilbert space.H Ž A 4; A .n ext
Ž .From the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality it follows that U, V existsH Ž14; A .ext
y1Ž 4 . Ž 4 .if U g H A ; A and V g H A , A . Moreover,n ext n ext
y15 5 5 5U, V F U V .Ž . Ž 4 . H Ž A 4 ; H Ž A 4 ;H 1 ; A . .A An next ext ext
y1Ž . Ž 4 . Ž 4 .Hence ?,? defines a duality of H A ; A and H A ; A .H Ž A 4; A . n ext n extn ext
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For brevity, we let
s
H A s H n q 1r2 ; AŽ . 4Ž . Ž .s ext ext
for each real value of s.
Ž .If we associate to U the series 2 it is of fundamental importance to
Ž .know when the series 2 converges uniformly on A . The answer isext
provided by
Ž .  4  4 Ž < <LEMMA 2.2 Sobolev . Let the sequence A be B -summable B / 0n n n
. Ž 4 .for all n . Then each U g H A ; A corresponds to a potential of classn ext
Ž0.Ž . Ž .Pot A . In particular, if U g H A , s ) k q 1, then U corresponds toext s ext
Žk .Ž .a potential of class Pot A .ext
Proof. For each sufficiently large N, we have
N
y1 y1 nB A H a ; x A B U n , jŽ . Ž .Ý n n n , j n n
ns0
y15 5 4  4F S B ; A U .Ž . H ŽB A 4 ; .n n An n ext
This proves Lemma 2.2.
By similar arguments we obtain
Ž . w xLEMMA 2.3. Suppose that U is of class H A , s ) l q 1. Thens ext
N 2 nq1
l n lsup = U x y U n , j = H a ; xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý n , j
xg A ns0 js1ext
w l xys 5 5F CN U H Ž .As ext
Ž l w l x Ž . l1Ž . l2Ž . l3holds for all positi¤e integers N with = s › r › x › x › x , l :1 2 3 i
w x.non-negati¤e integers, l q l q l s l , where C is a positi¤e constant1 2 3
independent of U.
2.5. Product Kernels
Of particular importance for our considerations below are product
kernels of the form
‘ 2 nq1




Ž . Ž .where k n are real numbers for n s 0, 1, . . . . Notice that K x, y s
K y , x . By virtue of the addition theorem the product kernel K may beŽ .
rewritten as follows:
‘ < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
K x , y s k n P ? ,Ž . Ž .Ý n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x , y g A = A .Ž . ext ext
 nŽ .4 nŽ . Ž .The sequence K n , K n s k n , n s 0, 1, . . . is called the symbol of
the product kernel K.
Ž . Ž nŽ ..y14A product kernel K of the form 4 is called H -kernel if K n is0
summable.
Let K be an H -kernel. Suppose that U is of class H . Then we0 0
understand the con¤olution of U and K to be the function of class H0
given by
U) K x s U, K ?, x s U y K y , x dv y , x g A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H H ext0
A
Obviously, U) K is a member of class H . Furthermore, we have0
n n nU) K n , j s U n , j K n , n s 0, 1, . . . , j s 1, . . . , 2n q 1.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
If L is another H -kernel, then L) K is defined by0
L) K x , y s L z , y K z , x dv z , x , y g A = A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ext ext
A
It is readily seen that
n n nL) K n s L n K n , n s 0, 1, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We usually write K Ž2. s K ) K to indicate the convolution of a kernel with
itself. K Ž2. is said to be the iterated kernel of K.
Ž w x.Let K be an H -kernel. Then the following results are known cf. 2, 3 :0
Ž .  4EDP : Let x be a countable dense system of points xk ks1, 2, . . . k
on S. Then
5 5? C ŽS .qqD s span K ?, xŽ .Ž .S k S
ks1, 2, . . .
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and
25 5? L2 ŽS .5 5? qL ŽS .qD s span K ?, x .Ž .Ž .S k S
ks1, 2, . . .
Ž .  4ENP : Let x be a countable dense system of points xk ks1, 2, . . . k
on S. Then
25 5? L ŽS .q
› K ?, xŽ .kqN s spanS ž /›nks1, 2, . . . S
and
25 5? L ŽS .q
› K ?, xŽ .25 5 k? L ŽS .qN s span .S ž /›nks1, 2, . . . S
3. METAHARMONIC WAVELET THEORY
The wavelet approach presented now is an extension of ideas developed
Ž w x.in spherical wavelet theory cf. 5]7 . In a consistent setup scale continu-
ous as well as scale discrete metaharmonic wavelets are introduced.
 nŽ .4Starting point is a ``continuous version w of a symbol'' F n ns0, 1, . . .
associated with an ``H -kernel''0
‘ < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
F x , y s w n P ? ,Ž . Ž .Ý n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x , y g A = A , 5Ž . Ž .ext ext
nŽ . Ž .i.e., F n s w n , n s 0, 1, . . . .
3.1. Scaling Function
Ž . w .A nontrivial function w : 0, ‘ “ R is said to be admissible, if the
Ž . w .following conditions are satisfied: i w is piecewise continuous on 0, ‘ ;
Ž . Ž . Ž < <y1y« .ii there exists a positive value « such that w t s O t as t “ ‘.
w .DEFINITION 3.1. An admissible function w : 0, ‘ “ R is called an
nŽ . Ž . Ž .H -generator of the kernel F: A = A “ C given by 5 if F n s w n0 ext ext
for all n s 0, 1, . . . .
From Definition 3.1 it is clear that F is an H -kernel provided that w is0
an admissible generator of F.
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For an admissible generator w s w in the above sense we now intro-1
w .duce the functions w : 0, ‘ “ R by lettingr
ww t s D w t s w r t s w r t , t g 0, ‘ , 6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž ..r r 1 1
Ž . Ž .for r g 0, ‘ . It is easily seen that each function w , r g 0, ‘ , defined byr
Ž . nŽ . Ž .6 is an H -generator of the kernel F via F n s w n , n s 0, 1, . . . .0 r r r
But this enables us to write F s D F . Note that F s D F s D F .r r 1 rr 9 r r 9 rr 9 1
D is called a dilation operation of le¤el r. We are also able to introducer
Ž .y1the in¤erse of D denoted by D , r g 0, ‘ . To be more specific,r r
F y1 x , y s D y1 F x , yŽ . Ž .r r
‘ < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n nn y1s F r n P ? ,Ž .Ý n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
Ž . Ž .x, y g A = A , whenever F is an H -kernel of the form 5 withext ext 0
nŽ . Ž .F n s w n , n s 0, 1, . . . .
We now introduce those H -generators which define scaling functions.0
w xDEFINITIONS 3.2. An admissible function w : 0, ‘ “ R is called an1
H -generator of a scaling function if it satisfies the following properties:0
Ž . w . Ž .i w is monotonically decreasing on 0, ‘ ; ii w is continuous at 0 with1 1
Ž .value w 0 s 1.1
Indeed, if w satisfies the assumptions of an H -generator of a scaling1 0
 4function, then w and its dilates w generate the scaling function F ,1 r r
Ž . nŽ . Ž . Ž .F g H , r g 0, ‘ via F n s w n . It is easily seen that w t G 0 forr 0 r r 1
w x w .all t g 0, ‘ . Furthermore, for each t g 0, ‘ , we find
lim w t s lim w r t s w 0 s 1,Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 1
r“0 r“0
r)0 r)0
w .since w is continuous at 0. Moreover, the monotonicity of w on 0, ‘1 1
 Ž .4and the definition of w imply the monotonicity of the sequence w t forr r
w .each t g 0, ‘ .
Our considerations now enable us to verify an approximate con¤olution
identity.
 4 Ž .THEOREM 3.3. Let w be a generator of a scaling function F , r g 0, ‘ .1 r
Then
5 5lim U y U)F )F s 0Hr r 0
r“0
r)0
holds for e¤ery U g H .0
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Proof. Observing the Parseval identity we obtain
1r2‘ 2 22 n5 5U y U)F )F s 1 y w n U n , j .Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝH ž /r r r0 ž /
ns0
Letting r tend to 0 we obtain the desired result.
3.2. Scale Continuous Metaharmonic Wa¤elets
With the above definitions in mind, we are now able to introduce
metaharmonic wavelets. It turns out that the relation between scaling
function and scale continuous wavelet is characterized by a differential
equation. This assumes piecewise differentiability of the scaling function.
w .DEFINITION 3.4. Let w : 0, ‘ be a piecewise differentiable H -genera-1 0
w .tor of a scaling function. Then the function c : 0, ‘ “ R is said to be the1
H -generator of the mother wa¤elet kernel C given by0 1
‘ < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
C x , y s c n P ? ,Ž . Ž .Ý1 1 n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x , y g A = A , 7Ž . Ž .ext ext
if c is admissible and satisfies, in addition, the differential equation1
1r2d 2 1r2Xc t s yt w t s y2 tw t w t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 1 1ž /dt
It is not difficult to show that the generator c and its dilates c s D c1 r r 1
1r2d 21r2Xc t s c r t s y2 r tw r t w r t s yr w tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .r 1 1 1 rž /dr
satisfy the following properties:
v Ž . Ž .c 0 s 0, r g 0, ‘r
‘ dg 1r22
v Ž . Ž . Ž .w t s c t , t g 0, ‘ , r g 0, ‘ ,Ž .Ž .Hr gž /gr




v Ž .c t 1r2 s 1, t g 0, ‘ ,Ž .Ž .H rž /r0
‘ ‘2n q 1 dg
2
v Ž Ž .. Ž .c n - ‘, r g 0, ‘ .Ý H g2 g4pa rns1
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Ž .The first condition justifies the name wa¤elet i.e., ``small wave'' . The
last condition is of later significance in that it essentially assures the
reconstruction formula of our scale continuous wavelet theory. The inter-
mediate properties are straightforward consequences of our definition of
the mother wavelet kernel.
 4 Ž .DEFINITION 3.5. The family C , r g 0, ‘ of H -kernels correspond-r 0
nŽ . Ž .ing to the mother wavelet C defined via C n s c n s 0, 1, . . . is1 r r
called a scale continuous metaharmonic wa¤elet.
Let C be defined as followsr, y
C : x ‹ C x s C x , y s S D C x , ? , x g A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r , y r , y r y r 1 ext
where the ``y-shift operator'' S and the ``r-dilation operator'' D are giveny r
by
S : C x , ? ‹ S C x , ? s C x , y , x , y g A = AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .y 1 y 1 1 ext ext
D : C x , ? ‹ D C x , ? s C x , ? , x g A ,Ž . Ž . Ž .r 1 r 1 r ext
respectively.
 4 Ž .DEFINITION 3.6. Let C , r g 0, ‘ , be a scale continuous metahar-r
monic wavelet as defined above. Then the scale continuous metaharmonic
Ž . Ž .wa¤elet transform WT of scale r g 0, ‘ and position y g A is definedext
by
WT U r ; y s U, C s U x C x dv xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Hr ; y r ; yH0 A
for all U g H .0
The scale continuous wavelet transform admits an inverse on the space
nŽ .of functions U g H satisfying U 0, 1 s 0.0
Ž .  4 Ž .THEOREM 3.7 reconstruction formula . Let C , r g 0, ‘ be a meta-r
nŽ .harmonic wa¤elet. Suppose that U g H satisfies U 0, 1 s 0. Then0
‘ dr
lim U y WT U r ; y C ? dv y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H r ; y rR“0 A R H0R)0
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Proof. Choose an arbitrary R ) 0. Then we have
‘ dr
WT U r ; y C x dv yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H r ; y rA R
‘ dr
s U z C z , y dv z C x , y dv yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H r rž / rA R A
‘ < < < <‘ 2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; zŽ . Ž .2 n nns U z C nŽ . Ž .Ž .ÝH H r2 2ž 4paA R B k ; aŽ .ns1 n
x z dr
=P ? dv zŽ .n ž /< < < < /x z r
Ž2. Ž2.s U z F z , x dv z s U)F xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H R R
A
for every x g A . Now we know thatext
lim U)FŽ2. s UR
R“0
R)0
5 5in the sense of ? . But this is the desired result.H0
Ž .In connection with 1 we obtain
COROLLARY 3.8. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.7
‘ dr
qlim sup U x y WT U r ; y C x dv y s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H HS r ; y rR“0 A RxgS
R)0
q›U › C drr ; y
lim sup x y WT U r ; y x dv y s 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
›n ›n rR“0 A RxgS SR)0
and
dr
lim sup U x y WT U r ; y C x dv y s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H r ; y rR“0 A RxgSextR)0
In other words, a constructive Runge]Walsh approximation by metahar-
monic wavelets defined on A is found to approximate the solution of aext
boundary-value problem for the Helmholtz equation on S .ext
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3.3. Scale Discrete Wa¤elets
Until now emphasis has been put on the whole scale interval. In what
follows, however, scale discrete wavelets will be discussed. We start from a
 4strictly decreasing sequence r , j g Z such that lim r s 0 andj j“‘ j
lim r s ‘. For reasons of simplicity, we choose r s 2yj, j g Z,j“y‘ j j
throughout this paper.
DEFINITION 3.9. Let w D s w be the generator of a scaling function0 r 0
Ž . D w .as defined above . Then the piecewise continuous function c : 0, ‘ “ R0
D Žis said to be the H -generator of the mother wa¤elet kernel C of a scale0 0
.discrete metaharmonic wavelet if it is admissible and satisfies, in addition,
the difference equation
2 2 2D D D wc t s w tr2 y w t , t g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0
For w D, resp., c D, we introduce functions w D, resp., c D, in the0 0 j j
canonical way
D D D D yj ww t sD w t sw 2 t , t g 0, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .j j 0 0
D D D D yj wc t sD c t sc 2 t , t g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . .j j 0 0
Then, each function w D, resp., c D, j g Z is admissible. This enables us toj j
write c D s D c D , j g Z whenever w D is admissible. Correspondingly,j 1 jy1 0
D D Ž D.nŽ . DŽ .for the H -kernel C , j g Z, generated by c via C n s c n ,0 j j j j
n g N , we let C D s D C D , j g Z.0 j 1 jy1
 D4DEFINITION 3.10. The subfamily C , j g Z of the space H generatedj 0
D Ž D.nŽ . DŽ .by C via C n s c n , n s 0, 1, . . . is called a scale discrete meta-0 j j
harmonic wa¤elet.
D w . D D DThe generator c : 0, ‘ “ R and its dilates c s D c satisfy the0 j j 0
following properties:
c D 0 s 0, j g Z,Ž .j
2 2 2D D D wc t s w t y w t , j g Z, t g 0, ‘ ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž . Ž . Ž .j jq1 j 8Ž .
J
22 2D D D ww t q c t s w t , J g Z, t g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý0 j Jq1
js0
It is natural to apply the operator D D directly to the mother wavelet. Inj
connection with the ``shifting operator'' S , this will lead us to the defini-y
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tion of the kernel C . More explicitly, we havej; y
C D s D D C D , j g Z, 9Ž .j j 0
and
S C D x s C D x s C D x , y s C x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .y j j ; y j r j
x , y g A = A . 10Ž . Ž .ext ext
Ž . Ž . Ž .Putting together 9 and 10 we therefore obtain for x, y g A = A ,ext ext
C D x s S D D C D xŽ . Ž .Ž .j ; y y j 0
‘ < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n nD yjs C 2 n P ? .Ž .Ž .Ý 0 n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
DEFINITION 3.11. Let the H -kernel C D be a mother wavelet kernel0 0
corresponding to a scaling function F D s F . Then, the scale discrete0 r 0
wa¤elet transform at scale j g Z and position y g A is defined byext
D DWT U j; y s U, C ? , U g H .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j ; y 0H0
 4 Ž .It should be mentioned that each scale continuous wavelet C , r g 0, ‘r
 D4implies a scale discrete wavelet C , j g Z by lettingj
2 2 2n n nD D DC n s F n y F n , n g NŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j jq1 j 0ž / ž / ž /
where
2 ‘ drn 2D nF n s C n ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hj rž / rrj
i.e.,
1r2
r drn 2jD nC n s C n .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Hj rž /rrjq1
Note that this construction leads to a partition of unity in the following
sense
q‘ 2‘ dr2 nn DC n s C nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH r jž /r0 jsy‘
‘ 22 nnD Ds F n q C n s 1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýž /0 jž /
js0
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for n g N. Our investigations now enable us to reconstruct a potential
U g H from its discrete wavelet transform as follows.0
Ž .THEOREM 3.12 reconstruction formula . Any potential U g H can be0
approximated by its J-le¤el scale discrete wa¤elet approximations
U s U, F D F D ? dv yŽ . Ž .Ž .HJ 0; y 0; yH0A
J
D Dq WT U j; y C ? dv y 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H j ; y
Ajs0
in the sense that
5 5lim U y U s 0.HJ 0
J“‘
Ž .Proof. Let U be a member of class H . From 8 it follows that0
J
DD D DU, F F ? dv y q WT j; y C ? dv yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÝH H0; y 0; y j ; yH0A Ajs0
s U, F D F D ? dv y .Ž . Ž .Ž .H Jq1; y Jq1; yH0A
Letting J tend to infinity the result follows easily from Theorem 3.3.
In connection with our considerations of Sections 2.3 and 3.2 we obtain
COROLLARY 3.13. Let S be a regular surface. Under the assumptions of
Theorem 3.12 we ha¤e
qqlim sup U x y U x s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .S J S
J“‘ xgS
q q›U ›UJ
lim sup x y x s 0,Ž . Ž .
›n ›nj“‘ xgS S S
and
lim sup U x y U x s 0.Ž . Ž .J
J“‘ xgSext
3.4. Multiresolution
Next we come to the concept of multiresolution by means of scale
D Ždiscrete metaharmonic wavelets. For U g H denote by R band-pass0 j
. D Ž . DŽ .filters , P low-pass filters , the convolution operators given by R U sj j
D D DŽ . D DU)C )C , P U s U)F )F , U g H , respectively. The scalej j j j j 0
D D D DŽ .spaces V and the detail spaces W are defined by V s P H ,j j j j 0
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D DŽ .  D4 DW s R H , respectively. The collection V of all spaces V , j g Zj j 0 j j
is called multiresolution analysis of H . Loosely spoken, V D contains all0 j
j-scale smooth functions of H . The notion ``detail space'' means that W D0 j
contains the ``detail'' information needed to go from an approximation at
resolution j to an approximation at resolution j q 1. To be more concrete,
W D denotes the space complementary to V D in V D : V D s V D q W D.j j jq1 jq1 j j
Note that V D q ÝJ W D s V D .0 js0 j jq1
Any potential U g H can be decomposed in the following way: Starting0
DŽ . D Ž . D J DŽ .from P U we have P U s P q Ý R U . The partial recon-0 Jq1 0 js0 j
D Ž .struction R U is nothing more than the difference of two ``smoothings''Jq1
D Ž . DŽ . DŽ . D Ž . DŽ .P U y P U at consecutive scales R U s P U y P U .Jq1 J J Jq1 j
Moreover, in spectral language we have
2nnD n DP U n , l s U n , l F n ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j jž /
12Ž .
2nnD n DR U n , l s U n , l C n .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j jž /
Ž . Ž .The formulas 12 give scale discrete wavelet decomposition an interpre-
tation in terms of Fourier analysis by means of metaharmonics by explain-
ing how the frequency spectrum of a potential U g V D is divided upj
between the space V D and W D .jy1 jy1
The multiresolution can be illustrated by the following scheme:
4. EXAMPLES
Now we are prepared to introduce some important examples of scaling
functions and corresponding wavelets. We distinguish two types of wavelets,
namely, non-band-limited and band-limited wavelets. Since there are only
a few conditions for a function to be a generator of a scaling function, a
large number of wavelet examples may be listed. For the sake of brevity,
however, we have to concentrate on a few examples.
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4.1. Non-band-limited Wa¤elets
All wavelets discussed in this subsection share the fact that their
generators have a global support.
Rational Wa¤elets. Rational wavelets are realized by the function w :1
w .0, ‘ “ R given by
ys ww t s 1 q t , t g 0, ‘ .Ž . Ž . .1
Ž .Indeed, w 0 s 1, w is monotonously decreasing, w is continuously1 1 1
w . Ž . Ž < <y1y« .differentiable on the interval 0, ‘ , and we have w t s O t , t “ ‘1
Ž .  4for s s 1 q « , « ) 0. The scale continuous scaling function F , r gr
Ž .0, ‘ is given by
‘ < < < <2n q 1 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .n n
F x , y s P ? ,Ž . Ý sr n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa 1 q rnŽ . B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x , y g A = A .Ž . ext ext
ysy1r2'Ž . Ž .It is easy to see that c t s 2 st 1 q t so that the scale continu-1
 4 Ž . Ž .ous metaharmonic wavelets C , r g 0, ‘ , are obtained from c n sr r
ysy1r2Ž .'2 srn 1 q rn , s ) 1, n g N , whereas the scale discrete meta-0
 D4harmonic wavelets C , j g Z, are generated byj
1r2y2 s y2 sD yjy1 yjc n s 1 q 2 n y 1 q 2 n , j g Z, n g N .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j 0
Ž . yR t w .Exponential Wa¤elets. We choose w t s e , R ) 0, t g 0, ‘ . Then1
yRr t yR tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .'it follows that w t s e , r g 0, ‘ and c t s 2 Rr e , r g 0, ‘ .r r
Moreover,
1r22 2jy 1 y jD y2 R n y2 R nc n s e y e , j g Z, n g N .Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /j 0
4.2. Band-limited Wa¤elets
All wavelets discussed in this subsection are chosen in such a way that
the support of their generators is compact. As a consequence the resulting
wavelets are band-limited. A particular result is that the Shannon wavelet
provides us with an orthogonal multiresolution.
Shannon Wa¤elet. The generator of the Shannon scaling function is
defined by
w1 for t g 0, 1.
w t sŽ .1 ½ w0 for t g 1, ‘ ..
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 4 Ž .The scale continuous metaharmonic scaling function F , r g 0, ‘ isr
given via
y11 for n g 0, r .
w n sŽ .r y1½ 0 for n g r , ‘ ..
A scale continuous wavelet does not make sense. However, a scale discrete
 D4wavelet C , j g Z, is available. More precisely,j
w j jq11 n g 2 , 2 .Dc n sŽ .j ½ 0 elsewhere.
ŽBut this means that the scale discrete multiresolution is orthogonal i.e.,
.V s V [ W is an orthogonal sum for all j .jq1 j j
Modified Shannon Wa¤elet. The generator of the modified Shannon
scaling function reads as follows
¡ w1 for t g 0, 1re.
~'w t s wy ln x for t g 1re, 1Ž . .1 ¢ w0 for t g 1, ‘.
 4 Ž .The scale continuous metaharmonic wavelets C , r g 0, ‘ , are given byr
y1¡0 for n g 0, 1re rŽ . .
y1 y1~1 for n g 1re r , rc n s Ž .Ž . .r
y1¢0 for n g r , ‘ ..
 D4The scale discrete metaharmonic wavelets C , j g Z are obtainable viaj
j¡0 for n g 0, 2 1reŽ . .
1r22yj j jq11 y ln 2 n for n g 2 1re , 2 1reŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . .ž /
2yjy1 jq1 jln 2 n for n g 2 1re , 2Ž . Ž .Ž . .žD ~C n sŽ .j
1r22yjy ln 2 nŽ .Ž . /
yjy1 j jq1wyln 2 n for n g 2 , 2Ž . .
jq1¢ w0 for n g 2 , ‘ ..
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5. EXACT FULLY DISCRETE WAVELET APPROXIMATION
Ž .Our final interest see Theorem 5.5 is fully discrete wavelet approxima-
tion by use of band-limited wavelets. The keystone is that when using
band-limited wavelets, we do not need the wavelet transform at all posi-
tions. It suffices to know the wavelet transform on a finite set of linear
Ž .functionals i.e., function values or normal derivatives for each scale j. In
Ž .other words, each J-level wavelet approximation cf. Theorem 3.12 can be
expressed exactly as a finite sum. The reason is approximate integration
Ž .formulas which will be discussed under the following nonrestrictive
assumptions:
Ž . D w .A1 The generator w : 0, ‘ “ R of a scale discrete scaling func-0
D w x DŽ .tion satisfies supp w s 0, 1 and w 1 s 0.0 0
Ž . D w .A2 The generator c : 0, ‘ of the mother wavelet satisfies0
D w x DŽ .supp c s 0, 2 and c 2 s 0. Then it follows that0 0
D w j xsupp w ; 0, 2 ,j
D w jq1 xsupp c ; 0, 2 .j
DŽ j. DŽ jq1.Hence, we have w 2 s c 2 s 0, j g N . It follows thatj j 0
D
jF g Met S , y g S , j s 0, 1, . . . ,Ž .j ; y 0, . . . , 2 y1 ext ext
D
jq 1C g Met S , y g S , j s 0, 1, . . . .Ž .j ; y 0, . . . , 2 y1 ext ext
5.1. Runge]Walsh Approximation
In what follows we want to show that a band-limited potential can be
exactly determined by band-limited metaharmonic wavelets. In conclusion,
Ž .a constructive Runge]Walsh approximation of any non-band-limited
potential U can be established by using exact wavelet apprximation by
means of band-limited wavelets. Since the set of all finite linear combina-
tions of metaharmonics when restricted to S is uniformly dense in theext
Ž0. Ž0.Ž . < Ž .space Pot S , the space H is a uniformly dense subset of Pot S ,ext 0 S extext
too. Written out in formulas this means that
5 5? .5 5 CŽS? .ŽS ex tC ex tŽ0. < <Pot S s H s span H a ; ? .Ž .Ž . Ž .ext 0 S n , j Sext ext
ns0, 1, . . .
js1, . . . , 2 nq1
Ž0.Ž .Suppose now that there is known from a potential V of class Pot S aext
 4set ¤ , . . . , ¤ of M values ¤ , i s 1, . . . , M corresponding to linear1 M i
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Žfunctionals L , . . . , L . Then an extended version of Helly's theorem cf.1 M
Ž0.w x. Ž .15 tells us that, corresponding to the potential V g Pot S , thereext
Ž .exists a member U i.e., a Runge]Walsh approximation of class H such0
< Ž . Ž Ž .that U is in an «r2 -neighbourhood to V understood in C S -topol-S extext
. Žogy and L U s ¤ , i s 1, . . . , M note that we occasionally write Ui i 0, . . . , ‘
instead of U to indicate that all Met spaces generally contribute to the
. Ž``nature'' of U . Moreover, there exists an element U i.e., band-0, . . . , m
.limited approximation to the Runge]Walsh approximation of class
Ž . < Ž .Met S such that U may be considered to be in «r2 -ac-0, . . . , m ext 0, . . . , m Sext
<curacy to U uniformly on S and, in addition, L U s L U s ¤ ,S ext i 0, . . . , m i iext
i s 1, . . . , M. In other words, corresponding to the potential V g
Ž0.Ž .Pot S there exists in «-accuracy on S a band-limited potential in Hext ext 0
Ž Ž .. Žnamely, U g Met S , consistent with the original data i.e.,0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m ext
.¤ s L U s L U , i s 1, . . . , M . This is the reason why we are inter-i i i 0, . . . , m
ested below in wavelet approximations of potentials U of class0, . . . , m
Ž .Met S uniformly on S from a finite set of function values. To0, . . . , m ext ext
Ž .be more specific, our strategy is to represent U g Met S by0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m ext
Ž . Ž Ž ..a J-level approximation U cf. 11 with J chosen in such a way0, . . . , m J
Jq1 Ž Ž .that m s 2 y 1 G m note that U coincides with U uni-J 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m J
.formly on S in the case of orthogonal Shannon wavelets .ext
5.2. Integration Methods
Ž .We want to express the J-wavelet approximation U of U0, . . . , m J 0, . . . , m
Ž .m G m exactly only by use of M values ¤ , . . . , ¤ corresponding to theJ 1 M
linear functionals L , . . . , L . To this end we observe that1 M
D <U y F ? dv y g Met A ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H A0, . . . , m 0; y 0, 1
A
D <WT U j; ? g Met A , j s 0, . . . , J .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m j
Ž .Moreover, it is known that whenever F, G g Met A , the product0, . . . , m
Ž .FG is of class Met A .0, . . . , 2 m
Starting points for our intensions of exact integration in Met spaces are
so-called fundamental systems.
 M M 4 Ž .2DEFINITION 5.1. A set L , . . . , L , M s a q 1 of M linearly1 M
Ž .independent bounded linear functionals on Met S is called a0, . . . , a ext
Met -fundamental system if the matrix0, . . . , a
LMH a ; ? ??? LM H a ; ?Ž . Ž .1 0, 1 M 0, 1




LMH a ; ? ??? LMH a ; ?Ž . Ž .1 0, 1 1 a , 2 aq1
. .. .. . 0M ML H a ; ? ??? L H a ; ?Ž . Ž .M 0, 1 M a , 2 aq1
ML H a ; ? ??? L H a ; ?Ž . Ž .1 0, 1 M 0, 1
. .. .? . . 0M ML H a ; ? ??? L H a ; ?Ž . Ž .1 a , 2 aq1 M a , 2 aq1
M M M ML L K ?, ? ??? L L K ?, ?Ž . Ž .. .1 1 Met ŽS 1 M Met ŽS0 , . . . , a ext 0 , . . . , a ext
. .. .s .. .
M M M M 0L L K ?, ? ??? L L K ?, ?Ž . Ž .. .M 1 Met ŽS M M Met ŽS0 , . . . , a ext 0 , . . . , a ext
14Ž .
Ž .Thus, it is clear that the regularity of the Gram matrix 14 is equivalent to
Ž .  M M 4the regularity of 13 , and the property of L , . . . , L being a Met -1 M 0, . . . , a
fundamental system is independent of the special choice of the basis of
metaharmonics.
The existence of fundamental systems as introduced above is guaranteed
w xby a well-known induction procedure described in 9 . As special examples
 M M 4of fundamental systems L , . . . , L we mention:1 M
Ž .i Dirichlet-fundamental system on S:
M M ML H s H x , H g Met S , x g S , i s 1, . . . , M ,Ž .Ž .i i 0, . . . , a ext i
Ž .ii Neumann-fundamental system on S:
› H
M M ML H s x , H g Met S , x g S , i s 1, . . . , M .Ž .Ž .i i 0, . . . , a ext i›n
The definition of fundamental systems immediately leads us to the follow-
ing integration rules on Met spaces.0, . . . , 2 a
 M M 4 Ž .2LEMMA 5.2. Let y , . . . , y ; A, M s 2 a q 1 define a1 M
Met -Dirichlet-fundamental system on A. Furthermore, suppose that0, . . . , 2 a
Ž .P , Q g Met A . Then0, .. . , a 0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a
M
M MP , Q s a P y Q y 15Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÝH0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a n 0, . . . , a n 0, . . . , a n0
ns1
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holds for all weights a , . . . , a satisfying1 M
M
M M Ma K y , y s K y , x dv x , i s 1, . . . , M .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Hr Met i r Met i0 , . . . , 2 a 0 , . . . , 2 a
Ars1
Ž .Proof. The product P Q is a member of class Met A .0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a 0, . . . , 2 a
Ž .The formula 15 , in fact, is constructed in such a way that it is exact for all
Ž .members of Met A .0, . . . , 2 a
 M M 4 Ž .2LEMMA 5.3. Let L , . . . , L , M s a q 1 be a Met -fundamen-1 M 0, . . . , a
tal system in the sense of Definition 5.1. Furthermore, suppose that P0, . . . , a
Ž .and Q are members of Met S . Then0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a ext
a 2 nq1 M
n , j MP , Q s a Q , H a ; ? L PŽ . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ž .H0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a r 0, . . . , a n , j r 0, . . . , aH 00
ns0 js1 rs1
holds for all weights an, j, . . . , an, j, n s 0, . . . , a, j s 1, . . . , 2n q 1 satisfying1 M
the linear equations
M
n , j Ma L H a ; ? s d d , k s 0, . . . , a, i s 1, . . . , 2k q 1.Ž .Ý r r k , i n , k j , i
rs1
Proof. Applying the Parseval identity we obtain
P , QŽ . H0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a 0
a 2 nq1
s P , H a ; ? Q , H a ; ?Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý 0, . . . , a k , i 0, . . . , a k , iH H0 0
ks0 is1
a 2 kq1
s P , H a ; ?Ž .Ž .Ý Ý 0, . . . , a k , i H0
ks0 is1
a 2 nq1
= Q , H a ; ? d dŽ .Ž .Ý Ý 0, . . . , a n , j n , k j , iH0
ns0 js1
a 2 kq1
s P , H a ; ?Ž .Ž .Ý Ý 0, . . . , a k , i H0
ks0 is1
a 2 nq1 M
n , j M= a Q , H a ; ? L H a ; ?Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý r 0, . . . , a n , j r k , iH0
ns0 js1 rs1
a 2 nq1 M
n , j Ms a Q , H a ; ? L P .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý r 0, . . . , a n , j r 0, . . . , aH0
ns0 js1 rs1
In order to reduce the number of integration weights in our integration
rules we formulate
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THEOREM 5.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 5.3, the integration
formula
M
MP , Q s a L P 16Ž . Ž .Ý0, . . . , a 0, . . . , a r r 0, . . . , aH0
rs1
holds for all weights a , . . . , a satisfying the linear equations1 M
M
M Ma L L K ?, ?Ž .Ý r i r Met 0, . . . , a
ras1
a 2 nq1




n , ja s a Q , H a ; ?Ž .Ž .Ý Ýr r 0, . . . , a n , j H0
ns0 js1
Ž .for r s 1, . . . , M. Thus, by applying Lemma 5.3 the integration rule 16
Ž .holds if a , . . . , a satisfy the linear equations in matrix form1 M
LMH a ; ? ??? LM H a ; ?Ž . Ž . a1 0, 1 M 0, 1 1. . .. . .. . . 0 0M M aML H a ; ? ??? L H a ; ?Ž . Ž .1 a , 2 aq1 M a , 2 aq1
Q , H a ; ?Ž .Ž .0, . . . , a 0, 1 H0
..s .. 0Q , H a ; ?Ž .Ž .0, . . . , a a , 2 aq1 H0
Multiplication with the adjoint matrix yields the desired result.
It should be mentioned that, on the one hand, the number of integration
weights is reduced but, on the other hand, the integration weights now
depend on Q .0, . . . , a
5.3. Runge]Walsh-Wa¤elet Approximation
The results on exact integration in Met spaces developed in Section 5.2
now enable us to develop a constructive version of the Runge]Walsh
theorem by means of a J-level wavelet approximation provided that the
Žpotential U we are looking for is assumed as proposed in our introduc-
. < Ž <tion to be a member of class H note that H is a uniformly dense0 S 0 Sext ext
Ž0. D DŽ .. w .subset of Pot S . Let the generators w , c : 0, ‘ “ R satisfy theext 0 0
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Ž . Ž .assumptions A1 , A2 of the beginning of the last section. Then we obtain
from Theorem 3.12 in connection with Lemma 5.2 and Theorem 5.4.
 M M 4 Ž .2THEOREM 5.5. Let L , . . . , L , M s m q 1 be a Met -funda-1 M 0, . . . , m
mental system. Furthermore, assume that there are known the data LMUi 0, . . . , m
s ¤ , i s 1, . . . , M. Then, under the assumption of band-limited wa¤elets, thei
fully discrete J-le¤el wa¤elet approximation of U reads as follows:0, . . . , m
Variant a:
M J M
0 jU x s a ¤ q b ¤Ž . Ž . Ý Ý Ý0, . . . , m s s s sJ
ss1 js0 ss1
0 0holds for each x g S , where the weights a , . . . , a satisfy the linearext 1 M
equations
M
Ž .20 M M M Da L L K ?, ? s L F x , ? , i s 1, . . . , M ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý .s i s Met ŽA i 00, . . . , m ext
ss1
and the weights b j, . . . , b j , j s 0, . . . , J satisfy1 M




0 0, n D
MU x s b a ¤ F xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä 0Ý Ý0, . . . , m n s s 0, yJ n
ns1 ss1
MjJ M
j j , n D
Mq b a ¤ C xŽ .jÝ Ý Ýn s s j ; yn
js0 ns1 ss1
0, n 0, nholds for each x g S , where the weights a , . . . , a , n s 1, . . . , MÄ Äext 1 M 0
satisfy the linear equations
M
0, n M M M D M0a L L K ?, ? s L F y , ? , i s 1, . . . , M ,Ž .Ä Ž .Ý .s i s Met ŽA i 0 n0 , . . . , m ext
ss1
the weights a j, n, . . . , a j, n, j s 0, . . . , J, n s 1, . . . , M satisfy1 M j
M
j , n M M M D M ja L L K ?, ? s L C y , ? , i s 1, . . . , MŽ . Ž .Ý .s i s Met ŽA i j n0 , . . . , m ext
ss1
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and b j, . . . , b j , j s 0, . . . , J satisfy equations1 M j
Mj
j M Mj jb K y , yŽ .Ý .n Met ŽA i n0 , . . . , 2 m extj
ns1
M js K y , x dv x , i s 1, . . . , M 17Ž . Ž .Ž .H .Met ŽA i j0 , . . . , 2 m extjA
 M j M j4 Ž .2 jq1pro¤ided that y , . . . , y ; A, M s 2m q 1 , m s 2 y 1, define1 M j j jj
Met -Dirichlet fundamental systems on A, j s 0, . . . , J.0, . . . , 2 m j
It should be pointed out that a great number of linear systems must be
solved. But if we look carefully at the linear systems we realize that we are
always confronted with the same coefficient matrix. Having inverted the
matrix once, all weights for numerical integration can be obtained by a
matrix-vector multiplication and stored elsewhere in an a priori step for
computation. In addition, it should be mentioned that the solution of the
Ž .linear systems determining the weights of the reconstruction step 17 can
be avoided completely if we place the wavelet coefficients for each detail
step j s 0, . . . , J on a special longitude]latitude grid on the sphere. The
corresponding set of integration weights for reconstruction purposes is
Žexplicitly available without solving any linear system for more details the
w x.reader is referred to 1 .
5.4. Non-band-limited Approximation
Ž .The wavelet representations Theorem 5.5 of a band-limited potential
from a given finite set of linear functionals admits a variety of applications.
The list includes the following examples:
Ž . Ž .i Wa¤elet approximation U of the solution of the Dirichlet0, . . . , m J
problem
< <U g Met S , U s FŽ . S0, . . . , m S 0, . . . , m ext 0, . . . , mext
under the assumption that the M boundary data
¤ s LMU s U x M s F x M , i s 1, . . . , MŽ . Ž .i i 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m i i
Ž .are known. According to our construction U is the J-level wavelet0, . . . , m J
approximation of the band-limited potential U which itself may0, . . . , m
be understood, e.g., as the mth truncated orthogonal expansion of the
Runge]Walsh approximation U g H. Of course, the integration rules
Ž .leading to the exact representation of U are no longer exact when0, . . . , m J
applied to U . But they may be regarded still as approximate rules. In thisJ
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respect it is worth mentioning that the error between a potential U g
Ž .H A , s ) 1, and its mth truncated orthogonal expansion in terms ofs ext
metaharmonics can be estimated by analogous arguments as presented in
Section 2.4.
THEOREM 5.6. Let U be the mth order truncation of U g0, . . . , m
M M 2Ž .  4 Ž .H S , s ) 1. Furthermore assume that x , . . . , x ; S, M s m q 1s ext 1 M
defines a Met -Dirichlet-fundamental system on S. Then, for any G g0, . . . , m
Ž .Met S ,0, . . . , m ext
M MC
M < < 5 5U, G y a U x F a U ,Ž . Ž .H Ý Ý Hr r r0 ssy1 ž /mrs1 rs1
where C is a constant depending on the ¤alue s and a , . . . , a are the weights1 M
of the integration rule.
ŽProof. We use the triangle inequality and the fact that U y
.  M M 4U , G s 0, respectively, that x , . . . , x is a Met -Dirichlet-0, . . . , m H 1 M 0, . . . , m0
fundamental system.
Ž . Ž .ii Wa¤elet approximation U of the solution of the Neumann0, . . . , m J
problem
›U0, . . . , m
<U g Met S , s FŽ .0, . . . , m S 0, . . . , m extext ›n
under the knowledge of the M boundary data
›U0, . . . , mM M M¤ s L U s x s F x , i s 1, . . . , M .Ž . Ž .i i 0, . . . , m i i›n
The boundedness of the linear functionals of the normal derivative on S
Ž w x.follows from well-known arguments cf. 3, 4 . Again the integration rules
Ž .leading to the exact representation of U are no longer exact when0, . . . , m J
applied to the corresponding U . Nevertheless, they may be regarded asJ
approximate rules:
Ž .THEOREM 5.7. Let U be a class H S , s ) 2. Furthermore, let uss ext
 M M 4 Ž .2assume that x , . . . , x ; S, M s m q 1 defines a Met -Neu-1 M 0, . . . , m
Ž .mann-fundamental system on S. Then, for any G g Met S ,0, . . . , m ext
M M›U C
M < < 5 5U, G y a x F a U ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý HH r r r ssy20 ž /›n mrs1 rs1
where C is a constant depending only on s and a , . . . , a are the weights of1 M
the integration rule.
The proof follows easily from the same arguments as above.
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6. A PYRAMID SCHEME
Finally we come to a pyramid scheme for the recursive determination of
Ž .the wavelet approximation Variant b of Theorem 5.5 from level to level,
starting from an initial approximation of a given band-limited potential.
Essential tools are reproducing Met -scale discrete wavelets which0, . . . , m
will be introduced next.
 D4DEFINITION 6.1. Let F , j g Z be a scale discrete scaling function.j
Ž D.0, . . . , m4Given an integer m G 0, then the family F , j g Z, defined byj
m < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; yŽ . Ž .0, . . . , m n n nD DF x , y s F nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýj j2 24pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x y
=P ? , x , y g A = AŽ .n ext extž /< < < <x y
Ž .is called a Met - scale discrete scaling function. Correspondingly, the0, . . . , m
Ž D.0, . . . , m4family C , j g Z, defined byj
m < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; yŽ . Ž .0, . . . , m n n nD DC x , y s C nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ýj j2 24pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x y
=P ? , x , y g A = AŽ .n ext extž /< < < <x y
Ž .is called a Met - scale discrete wa¤elet.0, . . . , m
From Definition 6.1 it follows that
nn D0, . . . , m F n for n s 0, . . . , mŽ .D Ž .jF n sŽ .Ž .jž / ½ 0 for n G m q 1
and
nn D0, . . . , m C n for n s 0, . . . , mŽ .D Ž .jC n sŽ .Ž .jž / ½ 0 for n G m q 1
for all j g Z. The Met -wa¤elet transform at scale j and position0, . . . , m
y g A is defined byext
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD DWT U j; y s U , C ? ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m j ; yž / H0
U g Met A .Ž .0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m ext
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Ž .It is not hard to verify that any U g Met A can be approxi-0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m ext
mated in a twofold sense:
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD DU s lim U , F ? F ? dv yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m J ; y J ; yž / H0J“‘ A
and
J
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD DU s lim U , C ? C ? dv y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý H0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m j ; y j ; yž / H0J“‘ Ajsy‘
Unfortunately the resulting decomposition scheme does not carry over
information from level to level, while the reconstruction scheme does.
During the decomposition process we always have to go back to the
original potential. This difficulty, however, can be overcome by using
Ž w x.so-called reproducing Met -scaling functions cf. 7 . We shall explain0, . . . , m
this idea in more detail.
Ž D.0, . . . , m4DEFINITION 6.2. A Met -scaling function F , j g Z, is0, . . . , m j
called a reproducing scaling function if
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD D DC ) F s FŽ . Ž . Ž .j j jy1
for all j g Z.
Remark. A standard example is the Met -exponential scaling func-0, . . . , m
tion
m < < < <2n q 1 B k ; x B k ; y x yŽ . Ž .0, . . . , m n nD yn R r jF x , y s e P ? ,Ž .Ž . Ýj n2 2 ž /< < < <x y4pa B k ; aŽ .ns0 n
x , y g A = AŽ . ext ext
Investigating the Met -wavelets associated with reproducing scaling0, . . . , m
functions we notice that
n0, . . . , mDC nŽ .Ž .jy1ž /
1r22 2n n0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD Ds F n y F nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .j jy1ž / ž /ž / ž /½ 5
n n0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD Ds C n C nŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .j jž / ž /
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for n s 0, . . . , m. But this means in the notion of convolutions that
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD D DC s C ) CŽ . Ž . Ž .jy1 j j
for all j g Z. We are now able to derive the announced pyramid scheme
for the recursive determination of the following convolutions from level to
level, starting from an initial approximation of U at level J. For0, . . . , m
brevity we let
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD D DR U s U ) C ) C ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m j j
j s 0, 1, . . . ,
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD D DP U s U ) F ) F ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j 0, . . . , m 0, . . . , m j j
j s 0, 1, . . . .
J Ž J J .TOur interest is to show how starting from a vector c s c , . . . , c ,1 M
Ž .2M s m q 1 , with
M
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD J D M MR U s c C ?, y , y g A ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝJ 0, . . . , m i J i i
is1
Ž  M M 4 .with y , . . . , y being a Dirichlet-fundamental system on A the vector1 M
Jy1 Ž Jy1 Jy1.Tc s c , . . . , c can be developed such that1 M
M
0, . . . , m 0, . . . , mD Jy1 D MR U s c C ?, y ,Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝJy1 0, . . . , m i Jy1 i
is1
where we have used the abbreviation
0, . . . , mDj Mc s b WT U j; y , i s 1, . . . , M ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i 0, . . . , m i
for j s 0, . . . , J. From the reproducing property of the Met -wavelets0, . . . , m
we easily see that
0, . . . , mDjy1 Mc s b WT U j y 1; yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i 0, . . . , m i
0, . . . , mD Ms b U x C y , zŽ . Ž .Ž .H Hi 0, . . . , m j i
A A
0, . . . , mD= C z , x dv z dv xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .j
M
0, . . . , mD M M js b C y , y c .Ž .Ž .Ýi j i l l
ls1
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But this shows us that the decomposition and reconstruction of U0, . . . , m
can be established by the following pyramid schemes:
U “ c J “ c Jy1 “ ??? c0
6 6 6
0, . . . , m
D 0, . . . , m D 0, . . . , m D 0, . . . , mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .R U R U R U .J 0, . . . , m Jy1 0, . . . , m 0 0, . . . , m
The reconstruction of U can be performed as follows:0, . . . , m
Ž D.0, . . . , mŽ . Ž D.0, . . . , mŽ .R U R U ???0 0, . . . , m 1 0, . . . , m
6 6
D 0, . . . , m D 0, . . . , m D 0, . . . , mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P U “q P U “q P U q“ ??? .0 0, . . . , m 1 a0, . . . , m 2 0, . . . , m
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